[Self mutilation in borderline personality disorder. Pain as a self-treatment? A case report].
The objective of this article is to highlight the complexity of the phenomenon of self-mutilation, or self-injury, among individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder. The practice of self-mutilation in this population is strikingly common, with some authors estimating the prevalence to be up to 75%. Particularly noteworthy is the high percentage of patients with Borderline Personality Disorder who state that the act of self-injury has an analgesic effect. This article lays out a few theories that support this finding. Frequently, patients who self-mutilate do not aim to commit suicide but rather, to relieve internal tension. However, clinical interventions are often largely centered on interpreting the self-injurious act as a suicide attempt, with complex therapeutic consequences. A clinical vignette is presented to highlight the aforementioned issues.